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Informational Problem Units in Arithmetic:
The Family Budget*
Introduction *
The written problem phases of arithmetic have
yielded very slowly to scientific investigation* Adequate
methods of attack were not quickly developed and the
earlier studies were largely negative in results* Only
recently has there been any attempt at definition of
purposes in written problem work* Why this has been so is
a long story* No doubt the prevalence of the idea of formal
discipline in mathemetlcs has had much to do with it.
Arithmetic has been taught with the idea that it
helps to train the mind; the harder the task, the better
discipline the mind receives. To prove that this has been
the common view, one has only to examine a few arithmetic
texts. Let us look at a few problems taken from texts pub-
lished not so long ago*
1* The money invested in the 240,830 miles of rail-
way in the United States was $14,338,575,940.
( 1 )
This was how much per mile?
(1) Everyday Arithmetic—Koyt and Peet --Houghton Mifflin Co
1915-
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2.
How many pupils can work at a "blackboard. 15f ft.
long, if each pupil is given a space 27 inches
( 1 )
long?
3. A rule followed in setting telephone poles is
to set a pole 40 ft. long 6 ft. in the ground,
and increase the depth 6 inches for each
additional 5 ft. in the length of the pole.
How deep in the ground should a telephone pole
( 2 )
be set whose length is 45 ft.? 60 ft.? 50 ft.?
4. An empty tank weighed 216.5 lb. When 75 gal.
of water were put into it, the weight was
842.75 lh. Find to the nearest hundredths the
(3)
weight of a gallon of water.
5. Mt. Whitney is the highest mountain peak in the
United States (not including Alaska). It is
14,501 feet high. The next highest is Mt.
Rainier, which is 14,408 feet. Express these
heights in miles to the fourth decimal, then
(4)
find the difference.
(1) Thorndike Arithmetic, Book Two-Rand, McNally-1917
•
(2) The Anderson Arithmetic, Book Two—Silver, Burdett & Co.
1921.
(3) Stone Arithmetic, Intermediate—B. H. Sanborn & C0.-1925.
(4) New Stone-Millis Arithmetic, Intermediate—B. H. Sanborn
& Co.-1925.
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6. If a grasshopper that is 1^ in* long can jump
200 times its length, how many feet can it
( 1 )
Jump?
Is it any wonder that children’s failures in
arithmetic problem solving are so prevalent? That they are
prevalent, no one who has taught arithmetic will deny.
Prominent present-day educators are much concerned to find a
remedy for such widespread failure, and one finds their
opinions on the subject voiced quite frequently in the
educational literature of the last decade. The key to the
situation, according to many of our best thinkers, lies in
placing arithmetic problem work on a functional basis , -making
problems conform to social usage and developing them directly
out of experience.
Dr. Frank McMurry stresses this idea when he tells
us that "the fundamental weakness of arithmetic has to do
with the nature of the subject matter” • He narrates an
experience which he had while visiting a district school. A
class in arithmetic were figuring the cost of feeding sixty
hens for a year. The pupils seemed not at all concerned
either with the cost of keeping the hens or with the variety
of answers obtained. Dr. McMurry credits their lack of
concern to the fact that they were figuring for answers which
(1) Strayer-Upton Arithmetic for Middle Grades—American Book
Co.
-1928.

4.
(1)
they cared nothing about. In another article published
previously, Dr. MeMurry states that “under normal conditions
the motive for keen thinking is found in the closeness of
the relation of the problems, particularly the answers, to
(2)
one’s life.”
Dr. Thorndike, in his “Psychology of Arithmetic”
makes a plea for the type of problem the solution of which
will help the child to solve the problems v/hich he meets in
life. And again, in answer to the argument of some who
advocate arithmetic problems as an aid to mental discipline,
he states that “we now know that the training depends largely
upon the particular data used, so that efficient discipline
in reasoning requires that the pupil reason about matters of
real importance.... We should replace the purely
disciplinary problems by problems that are also valuable as
special training for important particular situations of
(3)
life.
In his “New Methods in Arithmetic", Dr. Thorndike
gives us what he considers desirable qualities for arithmetic
(1) McMurry, Frank M. "What is the matter with Arithmetic?”
Education Vol. 54, pp 449-451
(April, 1934)
(2) “ “ " “The Question that Arithmetic is
Facing and its Answer" —Teachers’
College Record Vol. XXVI IP. 373
(June, 1926)
(3) Thorndike, Edward L. "Psychology of Arithmetic"
-
Macmillan Co. 1924 p.20
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problems. He says "A problem should, preferably
(1) deal with a situation which is likely to occur
often in reality
(2) in the way in which it should be dealt with
(3) should make the situation neither much harder
nor much easier to understand than it would
l
be when really present to the pupil's senses
(4) should be supported by somewhat the same
degree of interest and motive as attach to
the problems which the pupil will meet in the jj
( 1 )
actual conduct of his affairs."
Dr. Thorndike says that these are desiderata, not require-
ments.
I
j
Dr. Robert L. Morton carried on an experiment
with three hundred pupils in grades five, six, seven, and
eight of a city school system in an attempt to determine the
degree of correlation between ability in problem solving
and certain other abilities. He found the following:
Correlations with ability in Problem Solving.
Verbal intelligence .78
Non-verbal intelligence-— .52
Arithmetic skills .70
li
Reading comprehension .61
(1) Thorndike, Edward Lee "New Methods in Arithmetic" --
Rand McNally & Co.-1921-p.l25
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Reading rate .23
Marks in school subjects— .33
Marks in deportment .05 (minus)
Attendance— .11
Age .34
Morton gives three qualities which he considers necessary
for good problems. They are:
”1. Reality—such as might occur in experiences of
the particular group for which they are
selected.
2. Interest—should deal with interesting
situations.
3* Language—should be worded in interesting,
appealing language which children can under-
CD
stand."
Dr. G-uy M. Wilson, in his book "What Arithmetic
Shall We Teach" gives the results of surveys made of
arithmetic usage in various life occupations only to find
that much of what we teach in arithmetic in the schools
( 2 )
finds no place in the world of business.
(1) Morton, Robert L. "Teaching Arithmetic in the Inter-
mediate G-rades"- Silver, Burdett
& Co. -1927 -pp. 297-327
(2) Wilson, Guy M. "What Arithmetic Shall We Teach" -
Houghton, Mifflin-1926.

In a recent article Dr. Wilson has formulated certain
criteria for written problems which are as follows:
"(1) Providing additional drill material should be
no part of the purpose of the problem. Most
present textbook problems are disguised drill.
( 2 ) The written problem work should not be subor-
dinated to processes taught.
(3) Y/isdom and Judgment in decisions on business
matters , -this is the real heart of the
matter.
(4) The problems are necessarily drawn from the
1;
community and subordinated to real experience.
(5) This of course means that they must be
sizeable and pertinent for the group.
(6) Figuring, as such, is secondary, although
essential. The teacher helps as needed.
(7) It is true that this work, well done,
provides fundamental motivation for drill,
but that is not the purpose. The purpose
is given in 3*
(8) The setting up of written problem units to
meet the requirements of these criteria
becomes a matter of concern: it will require
familiarity with pupils and community: it
will require time. The development of one
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such motivated, written problem unit will
often take all class time on written
( 1 )
problems for two weeks or a month."
Only within the last ten or twelve years has
\
there been much scientific investigation carried on to
determine the difficulties inherent in concrete arithmetic
problems. One of the most comprehensive and one of the
earliest studies was made by E. L. Merton and G-. 0. Banting
in 1921-1922. Miss Merton reported on elimination of
mechanical difficulties as the first necessary step to
improve written problem work. Definite remedial work was
carried on under her direction. She gives lists of
abilities required in the fundamental operations. There
j
are eighteen points under addition; these begin with the
"learning of 100 addition combinations", and end with
"how to check for correct answers." These are followed by
1
twenty-one points for abilities required for subtraction,
twenty for multiplication, and twenty- one for short
division. Devices and games are described which are
expected to aid in perfecting the fundamental operations.
(1) Wilson, Guy M. "Criteria of the Written Problem
in Arithmetic" - Education
Vol . LIV. p. 459 (April, 1934)
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There are no conclusions as to results obtained in this
( 1 )
remedial program.
Following Miss Merton's work, Banting began a
study in February, 1922 with the grades below the junior
high school. His aim was the elimination of difficulties
in reasoning. He cites fourteen causes of failure in
problem-solving as follows:
"(1) Failure to comprehend the problem in whole
or in part. (Lack of ability to read)
(2) Lack of the ability to perform accurately
and readily the fundamental operations.
(3) Lack of the knowledge of facts essential to
the solution of a problem. For example,
lack of knowledge of the tables of weights
and measures, etc.
(4) Lack of the ability to identify the proper
process or processes with the situations
indicated in the problem.
(5) Lack of sufficient interest in the problem
to inspire the required mental effort.
(6) Failure to form the habit of verifying the
results
.
(1) Merton, E. L. and Banting, Of. 0. "Remedial Work in
Arithmetic" -Second Yearbook of Department
of Elementary School Principals-
Chap. VIII. pp. 395-421 (July, 1923)
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(7) The habit of focusing the attention upon the
j
numbers and being guided by them instead of
by the conditions of the problem.
j
(8) Pupils are sometimes completely non-plussed
by large numbers.
(9) The habit of being guided by some verbal
sign instead of making an analysis of the
problem.
(10)
Lack of ability or care to properly arrange
the written work in orderly, logical form.
(11)
The failure to recognize the mathematical
similarity to type problems which the pupils
understand, because of some unusual
situation.
(12)
Lack of ability to understand quantitative
relations such as;
a. Cost, loss or gain, selling price
b. Income, expenditures, amount saved
c. Interest, rate, time, principal,
amount
d. Time, distance, rate
(13)
The pupil may fail because the problem
requires exertion beyond his span of
attention.
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(14) The pupil may fail because of absolute
Inability to do reflective thinking.”
In order to overcome these difficulties, Banting has given
the following remedial suggestions
.
"(1) Give special drill in silent reading.
(2) Give wealth of experience in situations
which involve number relations.
(3) Automatize the fundamental operations.
(4) Pupils should not be given problems which
require for their solution facts which they
do not know and cannot secure.
- mnj-4 W •
Slow pupils should be given the following principles to be
memorized by them:
(a) When we know the price of a number of
miscellaneous articles of different prices,
we find their total cost by adding.
(b) When we know that one thing has greater
value than another, we find how much greater
one is than the other by subtracting.
(c) When we know the value of one thing, we find
the value of many similar things by
multiplying.
(d) When we know the value of many similar
things, we find the cost of one of these
things by dividing.
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(5) The success of the pupil in problem-solving
depends very largely upon the strength and
permanency of the bonds formed in the mind
of the child between a specific concrete
situation and the proper arithmetical
process to apply.
(6) Motivate by giving the pupil practical
problems of daily life.
(7) Lead the pupil to form the habit of:
1. Labeling answers
2. Estimating answers
3. Checking work and answers
4. Testing its reasonableness if unable to
prove answer.
(8) Analyze problems carefully
(9) Have pupils make up problems just like one
given but with smaller numbers.
(10) Lead the child to use reflective thought.
(11) Impress the pupils with the importance of
neatness, care, and logical order in all
written work.
(12) Train the pupil to solve problems by the
use of type problems.
(13) Teach special care in the study of
relations between various quantities, as
for example,
I
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Amount equals Principal
-H Interest
Distance equals Rate X Time
(14) Pupils should not be given problems beyond
their powers of comprehension and span of
attention. Two-step problems should not be
given until they have displayed a complete
mastery of one-step problems: three-cr-more
step problems until they have mastered two-
steps, etc.
(15) Teachers should have the I.Q's of all pupils
and realize that it will be impossible to
train those whose rank is below that of dull
normal to do much reflective thinking in
arithmetic. Such pupils may often be
( 1 )
proficient in mechanical work.' 1
Banting’s work was carefully done, but he was
evidently using as a basis, the old isolated textbook
problem. He advocates, as one step in his remedial program,
giving the child practical problems of daily life, but
contradicts himself in many other of his recommendations.
If a child is genuinely interested in a problem based on a
real life situation, the number of steps involved in the
(1) Merton, E. L. and Banting, G-. 0. ’’Remedial Work in
Arithmetic” - Second Yearbook of Department of
Elementary School Principals - Chap. VIII
PP. 395-421 (July, 1923)
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problem will be of minor importance. He places drill in
silent reading, including technical vocabulary drill, as of
primary importance in the improvement of problem-solving.
If problems are based on situations familiar to the child,
(as the writer believes they should be) such technical
vocabulary drill will be unnecessary. Banting urges the
teacher to "lead the child to use reflective thinking**, but
in suggestion four, he suggests the teaching of definite
cues, — a process which eliminates the need of much
reflective thinking.
In 1924, F. A. Butler of the University of
Wisconsin, in an unpublished thesis of his, attempted to
determine four fundamental factors that "influence the
interpretation of concrete problems". These four factors
are
:
"(1) the ease with which the objective setting
may be visualized.
(2) the size of the numbers used in the problem.
(3) the familiarity of the terms used.
(1)
(4) the sequence of like problems."
Hydle and Clapp, in their study of 1927, took up
the work of Butler and added to it in that they attempted to
(1) Hydle, L. L. and Clapp, F. L. "Elements of Difficulty
in the Interpretation of Concrete Problems
in Arithmetic" - University of Wisconsin
Bureau of Educational Research Bulletin
No. 9, - 1927.
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study eight elements of difficulty. They emphasized the
fact that problems which contain conditions easy to
visualize are easier for children than problems which are
"built around conditions difficult to visualize." They
conclude, however, that textbooks should still contain some
problems which deal with experiences outside children’s
immediate interests in order to "develop thinking" on the
pupil's part (the old idea of formal discipline). Their
study, although a very thorough one, failed to meet a most
important condition. They used for their tests the old
textbook type of problem which does not take into considera-
tion the familiarity of the situation as being a most
necessary element for success in written problems for
children. They also failed to analyze the types of errors
in the problems studied, the answers being scored as correct
(i)
or incorrect only.
Washburne and Morphett, in 1928, reported a study
which they made of the effect of unfamiliar situation as a
factor in problem-solving. They gave a test made up of eight
pairs of problems at the fifth grade level. The pairs of
problems were alike in all respects save that of the
situation involved. The results showed no significant
difference between those in v/hich the situation was familiar
.
1
!
i
i
|
!
(1) Hydle, L. L. and Clapp, F. L. "Elements of Difficulty
in the Interpretation of Concrete Problems
in Arithmetic" - University of Wisconsin
S$5?aU E(^uca
'tiona^ Research Bulletin No. 9-
i

and those where the situation was unfamiliar to the
children. The authors themselves agree that this lack of
difference in results may have "been due to the nature of
the test in that in some of the pairs of problems, one
situation may have been as familiar as the other. Their
study was weak in that they relied on the Judgment of
adults as to the familiarity or unfamiliarity cf a
situation. The authors at the conclusion of their study
have given us three criteria for problem-making which are
as follows:
H l. The situation should be familiar and child-
like, i.e. one in which the child can easily
imagine himself as being.
2. The principal character in each problem should
have a reason for solving it - i.e. if the
child were in the situation described in the
problem, he would find a real need for finding
the solution for which the problem calls.
The vocabulary and sentence structure of the
problem should, of course, be within the read-
ing ability of the child who is expected to
(1)
solve it."
(1) Washburne, C. W. and Morphett
,
Mabel V. "Unfamiliar
Situations as a Difficulty in Solving
Arithmetic Problems" --Journal of
Educational Research - Vol. 18, p. 224
(October, 1928)
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Brownell and Stretch, in a study made in 1931,
attempted to answer the question as to how unfamiliar
settings affect children’s ability to solve problems. The
results of their study seemed to show that unfamiliar
settings do not of themselves cause difficulty in problem-
solving; but the authors believe that certain factors, as
yet unknown, do influence the familiarity factor. The
reader cannot put too much credence in their conclusions
since the number of children used in the investigation was
too small to give reliable results, (Only 256 test results
were used.) Another weakness is the fact that they based
their idea of familiarity upon the opinion of teachers
rather than of children. Again, Brownell and Stretch used
the old textbook type of problem for their experiment. Like
Hydle and Clapp, they feel that a textbook in arithmetic
should provide material which has in mind the ultimate
outcomes of arithmetic instruction as well as to make
,
u)
provision for the child's immediate interest. We now
know from the study by Helen White that the problems used by
( 2 )
Brownell and Stretch were too easy to make any difference.
(1) Brownell and Stretch "The Effect of Unfamiliar Settings
on Problem-Solving" - Duke University Press,
Durham, N. C, - 1931.
(2) White, Helen M. "The Relation of an Understanding of
the Situation Involved in a Problem and
Success in its Solution." - Boston University
School of Education Thesis, 1932.

W. J. Osburn, in an attempt to lessen the
difficulty in problem-solving, has suggested the use of
"cues". A pupil learns a formula for a certain type of
problem and is guided in its solution by a cue word or
phrase. Osburn made a study of series of textbooks to
determine the frequency of all cues in each series for each
of the grades from three through six. No cue was selected
which did not appear at least five times in at least one of
the series of books. As a result of his findings, Osburn
has suggested the thorough teaching of eleven type cues.
The teacher is to depend upon transfer for the rest. The
eleven cues suggested are as follows:
Addition
1. How much do you pay for a and a at
given prices?
Subtraction
1. I buy a for . I pay . How much
change should I receive?
2. I had- • Spent (lost, etc.) How much have
I left?
Multiplication
1. If I can pick quarts (bushels, etc.) of
berries (etc.) in one day, how many quarts
(bushels, etc.) can I pick in -days?

19.
2. What is the cost of - pounds (yards, etc.)
when one pound (yard, etc.) costs $ (cents)?
3. Find—
—
%
of——dollars (pounds, etc.)
Division
1. How many articles at $ (cents) each can you
buy for $—-(cents)?
2. How many inches are \ of 12 inches? (and the
like)
3. Find the average (given total)
4. Find the rate (in percentage)
Problems of More than One Step.
1. Subtraction of denominate numbers with borrow-
(1)
ing."
Such devices, according to the writer are thoroughly
unacceptable, since they eliminate the need for reflective
thinking in problem-solving. ^ ^ ^ -
In 1933, Grace A. Kramer studied four factors in
order to determine their effect on children’s success in
problem-solving. These factors were as follows:
1. Sentence form of the problem.
2. Vocabulary of the problem.
3. Style of the problem.
4. Problem situation.
(1) W. J. Osburn "Corrective Arithmetic" - Vol. II pp.24-25
Hought on-Mi fflin Co. - 1929
r

20
She made a study of children's interests in order to
determine the type of problem which is most appealing to
children. The problems used in the testing, hoy/ever, were
of the traditional textbook type. In her conclusions,
Miss Kramer finds that none of the factors made any
appreciable difference except that of unfamiliar vocabulary.
She feels that there is a definite need for reliable vocab-
ulary studies to "measure both the difficulty and utility
( 1 )
of vocabulary for older children"
•
There are those vrtio advocate training in vocab-
ulary as a means of improvement in v/ritten problem work.
Olive Gray reports an experiment carried on in Hutchinson,
Kansas, in which special training in the vocabulary of
arithmetic problems was stressed. Six weeks at the begin-
ning of the low sixth grade and a like period of time at the
beginning of the high sixth were set aside for training in
the specific vocabulary of arithmetic. Certain v/ords and
phrases were taught so that the pupils might gain a background
of experience and understanding for their problem work.
Teachers who gave such training claimed that it improved the
teaching of arithmetic. The following are samples taken from
Miss Gray's account:
(1) Kramer, Grace A. "The Effect of Certain Factors in the
Verbal Arithmetic Problem upon Children's
Success in the Solution" - Johns Hopkins Press
Baltimore, Md., 1933.
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Terms or expressions often occurring in arithmetic,
a decimal system of writing numbers
a receipt for money paid
a street vendor sold
operations are indicated by signs
the average yield
at each revolution
Suggestive lists of containers, quantities, measures,
etc*
a case of
a cord of
a bolt of
a keg of
a gross of
Develop information about matters similar to the
following:
Water—meter registers cubic feet
Air temperature and body temperature—measured by
degrees
Pipes—measured by inches (inside measurement)
Floor coverings—usually measured by square or
linear yards
Sand-usually measured by hundredweight
»— ..
—
.
-
( 1 )
Wood-measured by the cord
In 1932, L. C. Pressey and M. E. Elam undertook
a study to determine the words which should be included in a
list of essentials for arithmetic* They analyzed four
vocabulary studies which had previously been made by Haley,
Pressey, Brooks, and W. K. Wilson, respectively* These
former studies had listed practically all of the technical
words found in arithmetic texts so that the total number
was over one thousand. In order to determine those which
are fundamental to a study of arithmetic, Pressey and Elam
used three criteria:
1. The frequency of each word in each study. 274-
words were selected on this basis.
2. The Importance of all words, whether frequent
or not. For this work, the co-operation of
over one hundred elementary school teachers was
enlisted. 326 words were thus selected.
3* The " social usefulness 11 of each word, i.e.,
usefulness in everyday life. Only 103 words
were selected.
The next step v/as to select those words which
seemed to fulfill all requirements , -that of frequency, of
importance, and of social usage. Only 117 words met all of
(1) Gray, Olive "Teaching Pupils to Read Arithmetic and
Other Subject Matter" - Elementary School
Journal - Vol. 26 pp. 607-618 (April, 1926)

these three criteria, and 16 of those were questioned as to
their social usefulness.
The authors concluded that "these 117 technical
terms may, then, he regarded as the essential 'core' of
arithmetic words without which no child can progress in the
subject." They (the authors) believe that "one outstanding
source of error in arithmetic problems and of antagonism
toward arithmetic lies in the fact that the children do not
know what the words mean. Most investigations of the
matter seem to show that knowledge of subject matter and
(1)
mastery of technical vocabulary go hand in hand."
If the arithmetic problems are based on meaningful
experience, the writer believes that there will be no need
for specific vocabulary drill. The child will learn new
terms as he feels the need for them in a new situation.
(Evidence in support of this last statement will be found in
the account of the writer's experiment given in a later
chapter of this thesis.)
A study, reported by C. W . Stone, attempts to
"determine the value of certain diagnostic and practice tests
as a means of improving ability to reason in arithmetic"
•
The author used equivalent groups of pupils who were matched
(1) Pressey, L. C. and Elam, M. E. "The Fundamental Vocab-
ulary of Arithmetic" - Elementary School
Journal, Vol. 33 pp. 46-50 (September, 1932)
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according to four factors: initial score in Survey I
(Stone’s), mental age, chronological age, and school grade.
In the process of the experiment, Surveys I, II, and III
were given. The problems in all three tests Y/ere
” practically equivalent in difficulty,” but different in
both content and reasoning. Survey I Y^as given at the
beginning of the experiment and again after a period of
practice. The control group followed the regular method
of procedure in arithmetic periods while the experimental
group used the practice tests part of the arithmetic period.
The mean gains made by the tY^o groups
,
experimental and
control, were as follows:
Experimental groups Control groups
58 pairs of pupils 8.51 (mean gain) 1.29 (mean gain)
59 11 n —8.53 1.26
58 11 * 0 7.68 .98
Survey II was given v/ith no specific teaching for
problems. Stone interprets the results as measures of
transfer . These results shov/ed a difference in mean gains
from - 0.17 to 2.99 in favor of the experimental groups.
Survey I v;as given to other groups after which
the diagnostic and practice tests were substituted for all
regular work of the experimental groups instead of being
used in conjunction v/ith it. The control groups proceeded as
usual. The differences in favor of the experimental group
.**13VI
this time ranged from 0.83 to 5*78.
Stone draws conclusions from his experiment as
follows
:
*' (1) Use of tests (Stone Diagnostic and Practice
Tests) produce greater gains in ability to
reason in arithmetic than does regular work
in arithmetic#
(2) Gain in reasoning ability secured by the tests
transfers to reasoning demanded by other
problems of different content, though of
similar nature#
(3) Transfer is greater than transfer secured by
an equivalent amount of regular arithmetic
work.
(4) Gains appear to persist, (limited evidence)
(5) Greater gains and largest transfers are made
( 1 )
by pupils of highest I.Q’s.
Stone does not inform the reader on what basis
the problems for the three survey tests were judged of
equal difficulty. The problems are not given. The
experiment tends to show the effects of practice on the
particular type of material used rather than an improvement
in ability to reason arithmetically in life. Problems used
(l) Stone, C. W. *An Experimental Study in Improving
Ability to Reason in Arithmetic” - 29th Year-
book of the National Society for the Study
of^gducation. pp. 589-599 .Public School Pub. Co.
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were apparently of the isolated textbook type.
0. S. Lutes, of Iowa University, believes that
practice in computation is a more effective means of
improving written problems than two other methods which he
calls "the method of choosing operations" and the "method
of choosing solutions". In his study, he gave preliminary
practice on computations which were similar to those used
( 1 )
in the problems on which the children were later tested.
In contrast to Stone’s and Lutes's conclusions,
W. H. Winch of England, believed that there is no transfer
from practice in computation to ability to solve reasoning
problems. He drew his conclusions from an experiment which
he carried on with seventy-two boys with an average age of
( 2 )
ten years three months.
Fairly good evidence that improvement in funda-
mental operations in arithmetic does not carry over into
skill in problem solving may be culled from the work of
children with low I.Q’s. Children of the dull normal type
may become quite proficient in the mechanics of arithmetic,
but are able to do a very limited amount of real reasoning
in problem work. Those who make claims for a large amount
i
!
I
I
(1) Brueckner, L. J. "Diagnostic and Remedial Teaching in
Arithmetic" p. 309 - John C. Winston Co. -1930.
(2) Winch, W. H. "Further Work on Numerical Accuracy in
School Children" - Journal of Educational
Psychology, Vol . 2 - pp. 262-271 (March, 1911)
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of transfer are doubtless thinking of the isolated problem
in which the teacher's aim is to provide additional drill
in the fundamentals.
There are those who claim close correlation
between general reading ability and the ability to solve
,
I
problems in arithmetic reasoning: therefor improve a child's
reading score and you will show a corresponding gain in his
ability to solve problems.
B. A. Stevens carried on a study to "determine the
relationship of ability to solve problems as compared with
reading ability or ability in the fundamental operations in
arithmetic." Four variables among which intercorrelations
were computed were:
(1) ability in silent reading
(2) power in the fundamental operations of
arithmetic
(3) power in solving reasoning problems in
arithmetic
( 4 ) "general intelligence" test scores
3089 pupils were used in the experiment, and they were taken
from five different localities in order to make sure that
findings should not be "merely local in their significance".
The results seemed to show that ability in the fundamental
operations in arithmetic is much more closely correlated
with reasoning ability in arithmetic than is general reading

28.
ability. Tests of problem reading (problem analysis) seem
t,o have a higher correlation with problem solving than do
tests in general reading ability. The author believes that
further experiments are necessary before "we can say that
the teaching of problem solving in arithmetic rests upon a
(i)
sound scientific basis".
None of the afore-mentioned studies have used, as
a foundation for their testing, problems containing situations
taken from children’s actual experiences in life or based
on children's immediate interests.
Helen M. White, in a master's thesis of 1932, has
made a real contribution in the field of arithmetic problems.
i
»
She studied the effect which an understanding of the situation
had upon the solution of an arithmetic problem. She based
her ideas as to whether children understood a particular
situation on the children's own replies concerning their
actual experience with the situation. The experiment
involved was made with one thousand children in the six B
grade in Providence, R. I. Twelve pairs of problems were
given: twelve problems were based on situations familiar
to the majority of the children, and twelve on situations
unfamiliar to the majority. In her conclusions, Miss White
states that "where the problem is a very easy one for the
(1) Stevens, B. A. "Problem Solving in Arithmetic"
Journal of Educational Research - Vol. 25 pp*
253-260 (May, 1932)
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child, the amount of experience which he may have had in
the situation involved in the problem does not appear to be
a large factor in the selection of the right process or in
the achievement of the right answer* Even in these easy
problems, however
,
a lack of experience in the situation
involved in the problem does appear to be a factor in the
selection of the wrong process* In problems other than the
very easy ones the matter of experience in the situation
involved in the problem is a highly significant factor in
the selection of the right process and in the achievement
(1)
of the right answer."
The study by Miss White suggests an entirely
different lead as to the correct procedure in improving the
written problem work in arithmetic. We need more of the
type of experiment carried on by Miss White in order to
remedy the arithmetic situation.
It is the purpose of this thesis to help in
answering the question "Can meaningful business experience
units, containing situations familiar to children, be sub-
stituted for the relatively meaningless isolated textbook
problem, and to what advantage?" To that end, the writer
has carried on an experiment, in true laboratory form,
(1) White, Helen M. "The Relation of an Understanding
of the Situation Involved in a Problem and
Success in its Solution" - Boston University
School of Eduora^-iron Thesis, 1932.

with a sixth grade class, on certain phases of the family
budget
.
About three forty-minute periods a week were used
from October first to the middle of January.
Food, clothing, and operating expenses were the
only three main divisions of the budget that were developed.
As principal of a building who does no regular teaching,
the writer felt that she could give no more time to the
units so that shelter, advancement or higher life, and
savings were not taken up. A thorough treatment of the
topic ’'shelter'1 v/ould doubtless prove too advanced for
sixth grade pupils and might better be begun in grade seven.
{Certain subdivisions of advancement, such as expenses
for education, charity, gifts, etc., as well as savings
might very profitably be discussed in grade six.
The pupils were those of the sixth grade who are
considered the best of three groups of that grade. No
sciantific classification has been made; they have been
segregated according to previous progress and teachers'
judgments. They are largely of foreign background, - the
greater percentage being Italian or Finnish.
The following chapters develop this experiment,
and show the results
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Chapter Two - The Budget ( Information for the Teacher)
Before taking up a study of the budget with her
class, a teacher should have, as a background, at least a
little information concerning the history of budgeting.
Budgetary studies have been carried on, for one reason of
another, for two hundred fifty years or more.
One of the earliest instances on record of an
estimate of the laborer's cost of living is to be found in
the work of Sir William Petty. He gives us estimated
budgets for both England and Ireland. In his "Political
Arithmetic" (1671-1676) he attempted to shov/ that England
could stand a tax of one-tenth of the whole expense of the
people. "Petty anticipated the phrase 'standard of living'
in the following: The expense of the laborer as he has
calculated it, he says 'may well enough stand for the
( 1 )
standard of expense of the v/hole mass of mankind'."
Contemporaries of Petty were King, Vanderlint,
Mas si e, Young, Davies, and Eden.
In 1795, Davies in an attempt to get at the facts
in the distressing condition of the poor in England, made
a study of family budgets in his "Case of the Laborers in
Husbandry". He collected 133 family budgets in England,—
(1) Chapin, Robert C. "Standards of Living Among Working-
men's Families in New York City" - p. 4;
p. 5 (footnote) - New York Charities Publica-
tion Committee, 1919
.

Wales, and Scotland !l
n
Sir Frederick Morton Eden, in 1797, carried on an
investigation in England for much the same reason as Davies’
His work was more comprehensive than Davies' in that,
besides getting information through clergymen and other
friends, he sent a worker out into the field with a
questionnaire. This questionnaire included such topics as
"Usual diet of laborers; Earnings and expenses of labour-
er's family for a year, distinguishing the number and ages
of the family, and price and quantity of their articles of
( 1 )
consumption" . Eden published fifty-four of these
reports collectively, and quoted many more of them in other
of his writings.
Le Play, a French Engineer and Economist, made
an important contribution to budgetary studies. From 1829
to 1856, he spent a large part of his vacations traveling
through different countries of Europe and studying conditions
in workingmen’s families. He would make friends with what
he considered a typical family, live with them for several
weeks if necessary, gain their confidence in a kindly way,
and then make a record of their mode of living. He made
studies of about three hundred families, but published only
fifty-seven of them. His work is considered one of the
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most important contributions to sociology.
Engel's name is one which a person interested in
budget history can hardly afford to overlook. Ernest Engel,
while a student, accompanied Le Play on some of his summer
trips. In 1850, he was placed at the head of the Saxon
Statistical Bureau and in 1857, "in an effort to estimate
the balance between production and consumption in the king-
a)
dom, made a thorough statistical elaboration" of the
original data of Le Play and other studies. From this work,
Engel formulated his famous lav/s which are quoted by Mary
( 2 )
Hinman Abel as follows:
"1* As the income of a family increases, a smaller
percentage is expended for food.
2. As the income of a family increases, the
percentage of expenditure for clothing remains
about the same.
3* The percentages for rent, fuel, and light
remain the same whatever the income.
4. As the income increases in amount a constantly
1
increasing percentage is expended for
education, recreation, amusement, savings , etc
(1) Chapin, Robert C# "Standards of Living" p. 11.
(2) Eliot, Thomas D. "American Standards and Planes of
Living" pp. 480-481 - Ginn & Co. - 1931.

Other outstanding men who made budgetary studies
during the nineteenth century were two followers of Le Play,
|l
Quetelet and Ducpetiaux, in Europe, and Carroll D. Wright,
in America,
Carroll D.Wright, in tbs Massachusetts Labor Report
I
of 1875, published the budgets of 397 families and class-
ified the items very minutely. Colonel Y/right became the
head of the United States Labor Bureau in 1888, In I89O,
this bureau collected budgets of 2490 families of men in
the coal, iron, and steel industries in the United States
and also of men engaged in the same industries in Europe.
Colonel Y/right' s method of procedure has been used in many
of the state compilations of budgets.
One of the most extensive investigations of the
cost of living and standards of living among workingmen '
s
families in New York City was made in 1909 by Robert Coit
Chapin. Funds for the undertaking were furnished by the
Russell Sage Foundation. Very complete schedules were
prepared, and these were filled out by social workers,
tradesunion members, and paid enumerators. Families inter-
viewed were for the most part, those receiving from $500 to
$1000 a year. Dr. Chapin's report discusses the budgets of
i
391 families.
The Russell Sage Foundation has also financed a
much more voluminous work in the Pittsburgh Survey published I
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in 1914. This study is edited by Paul U. Kellogg in six
volumes. It is very detailed and descriptive of social,
civic, industrial, and economic problems in Pittsburgh.
The titles of the six volumes are as follows:
1« The Pittsburgh District: Civic Frontage.
2. Wage -Earning Pittsburgh.
3 . Women and the Trades.
4. Work-Accidents and the Lav/,
5* The Steel ?/orkers.
6 . Homestead: The Households of a Mill Town.
Items of concern are living conditions, working
conditions, minimum wages, and standards of living.
Mrs. Ellen H. Richards, formerly an instructor
in sanitary chemistry at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, is often quoted as an authority on budgeting.
She wrote many books and articles on the subject, one of
the best known of v/hich is her "Cost of Living" which was
published in 1905. This is a treatise on domestic economy,
and includes sample budgets from various parts of the
country. Mrs. Richards gives suggested budgets together
( 1 )
with her "ideal divisions" as follows:
(1) Richards, Ellen H. "Cost of Living as Modified by
Sanitary Science" - John Wilfy & Sons,
New York -1905 p. 39
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Family Income Food Rent
Oper-
ating
Ex-
penses
Clothes
Higher
Life
Two adults and two
or three children. 1
1
Ideal division 25% 20 15 15 25
1
$2000 to $4000 25 20 15 20 20
1
$ 800 * $1000 25 20 10 15 25
0000=33=00LO 45 15 10 10 20
Under — $ 500 60 15 5 10 10
I
There can be no general standard of living since
the manner of living varies so greatly among individuals
and families. After one has provided for the bare necessi-
ties of living, he may choose to use the rest of his
income in quite a different manner from that in which
I
another person does who receives the same income. One
reads of the minimum standard, comfort standard, and
luxury level, but in any one division there are countless
individual standards.
Much investigation relative to the cost of living
has been carried on, and tentative minimum wage standards
have been offered by various students of economics. During
the years of 1903 and 1905, Mrs. Louise B. More made a
field study of two hundred wage-earning families in New
1
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York City. She concluded that "a fair living wage for a
workingman' s family in New York City should he at least
( 1 )
$728. a year."
In November 1906, the Seventh New York State Con-
ference of Charities and Correction was held in Rochester.
Frank Tucker, chairman, gives some interesting data on
standards and cost of living in his report of the conference.
He defines a standard of living as follows: "a measurement
of life expressed in a daily routine which is determined by
1
1
1
income and the conditions under which it is earned, economic
and social environment and capacity for distributing the
income." And again, "a normal standard of living is one
which permits each individual of a social unit to exist as
( 2 )
a healthy human being, morally, mentally, and physically."
In this same report, one may read what a group of
very able social workers considered the cost of living for
a normal family of five, - a man, his wife, and three
dependent children, - in New York City at that time. When
their estimates were averaged, the figure for a normal
standard of living for such a family was $950 a year.
The United States Bureau of Labor Statistics pub-
lished in 1924 a bulletin "Cost of Living in the United
it
1
I
(1) More, Louise B. "Wage-Earner's Budgets" pp. 269-270
(2) Chapin, R. C. "Standards of Living" pp. 255-256
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States'* which gives the results of an investigation carried
on in 1918-1919 to determine the cost of living in industri-
al centers in the United States • Representative white
families in ninety-two cities were interviewed. The cities
varied in size from New York City to small country towns
with a population of a few thousand. The report also
contains tables which show the changes in the cost of living
up to December, 1923 * As a result of this study, the
Bureau estimated that the minimum necessary for subsistence
for an average family in a large eastern city was about
$1500 .
And so one might go on quoting from other sources.
The teacher who becomes interested in the budget question
will find one reference leading to another until she has a
rich store of information as a background for her teaching
unit •
There follows herewith a few definitions of the
budget
:
A budget is "the annual estimate of the financial needs for
the year to come of an individual, a nation, or an organiza
tion."
Winston Simplified Dictionary
"A budget is a forecast or estimate of expenditures for the
year to come."
Mary H. Abel
"A budget is a plan for the expenditure of any commodity
during a specified time. A household budget is a plan for
spending the family income during a definite period of
time."
Agnes Donham
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“A budget is simply a pattern for one's spending, and it
bears the same relationship to the income as a paper pattern
does to the material out of which a dress is to be made."
Sarah J. Macleod
"An estimated family budget is a calculation of the
expenditures necessary to secure for a family a certain
definite standard of living."
Florence Nesbitt

40
Chapter Three .
Unit One * Introduction of the Budget Problem to the Class.
A. Y/hat uses, outside of school, do people have for
arithmetic? (The following list was given by
the pupils.)
1. Shopping at the store.
2. Making change and counting change.
3. Estimating material needed for dress or other
article of clothing to be made at home.
4. Carpenter* s need of measurements in building
a house.
5* Stonecutter measuring stone.
6. " figuring cost of lettering on
stone at so much per letter.
7* Machinist’s use of decimals in tool making.
8. Workman figuring out his week's pay at so
much per hour.
9* Laying aside so much per week for rent, taxes,
automobile insurance, etc.
10. Saving for and planning Christmas presents.
11. Budgeting. (One child had started a budget
for her spending money during summer.)
(The term **budget" was a new one to almost all in the
class, and this last use mentioned above provided an opening
for the introduction of the budget to the class. If that
„1L
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particular use had not been mentioned, it would have been
easy to start with such a use as given in number nine above
B. What is the meaning of a budget?
1. How have you ever seen the word used? Suppose
you look in the newspaper and see how many
different ways you can find the word used*
(Children brought in and prepared exhibits of
newspaper clippings which illustrated the
different types of budgets.)
(a) Federal budget (cartoon found)
Why does the federal government need a
budget :
(b) City or town budget. Examine divisions
found in a city budget. (We used last
year's.) What was the amount planned for
the schools to use? (Amount seemed very
large to class) How may each one of us
help to keep the school budget as low as
possible? (Stressed careful use of school
property and supplies.)
(c) Family or personal budget. For what does
a family use money? Examine budgets
published by banks, insurance companies,
loan companies, etc.
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(d) So-called "budget plans" of stores, banks,
etc. Bring in advertisements from news-
papers. What are the advantages of buying
on the budget plan? What are the dis-
advantages? What kinds of things might
one be justified in buying in such a way?
(e) Advantages of a Christmas club, tax club,
coal club, etc.
Why are the above clubs a better way of
budgeting than the store "budget plans"?
C. What is a budget ? (Accept any definition which
brings in the idea of wise planning.) The
definition which our group gave was as follows:
"A budget is a careful plan for the wise use of
money ."
D. What are the advantages of keeping a budget?
One member of the class wrote the following as to
what she thought are the advantages of keeping a
budget: "It is a good thing for a family to have
a budget because you save more money and you plan
wisely for the use of your money. You are more
sure of paying your bills because you plan so
much money for each bill. Another reason would
be, if you buy your necessities first, you may
have some money left to spend on anything you
IIwish
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Agnes Donham In her book * Spending the Family
Income" gives the following:
"(1) The necessities will be provided, because
considered first.
(2) Purchases will be made more wisely, since
having been planned for, advantage can be
taken of seasonal reductions and time may
be allowed for finding the right article.
(3) Purchases will fit together because planned
together.
(4) Leaks will be uncovered and may be stopped.
(5) The standard of living will improve because
the family life will be considered as a
whole. If there are extravagances they
will be dropped and real values will take
the place of careless choice.
(6) More money will be saved because saved
( 1 )
regularly and by definite plan."
(1) Donham, Agnes "Spending the Family Income" - Little
Brown & Co. - 1928.
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Chapter Four.
Unit Two . Adoption by class of a family for whom to make
a budget *
1* How would you like to adopt a family for whom to make a
budget ?
A. What will you need to know about the family?
(1) Man's occupation and salary
(2) Number in the family and ages of children
(3) How man gets back and forth to work, lunches,
etc
«
B# Man's occupation and salary.
Y/hat are some of the common occupations for men?
(The following list was given by the class.)
Electrician
G-arage Mechanic
Airmail pilot
Shipbuilder
Carpenter
Plumber
City Laborer
Chauffeur
Machinist
A vote was taken to decide what the father of our
family was to do for a living. The majority of the
class voted on an airmail pilot. When they were
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asked what salary an airmail pilot received, they
had no idea. After one or two more questions about
such an occupation, they decided that it was one
in which, comparatively speaking, very few men are
engaged and also that they knew very little about
it. They decided therefor, to discard that
occupation, and choose in its place that of ship-
building. (This is an occupation more familiar to
the children in our city.) Shipbuilding, however,
has many subdivisions. Which one shall we choose?
One little girl interviewed her father who is
employed by the Fore River Shipbuilding Corporation
and brought in the following list of occupations
with the average salary received in each:
Occupation
Draftsman $ 38.00
Rivetter
Mold loftsman
Blacksmith
Steel mill worker
Ship fitter
Driller
Electrician
Plumber
Ship carpenter
38.00
35.00
35.00
32.00
35.00
32.00
32.00
32.00
30.00
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Occupation Average Salary (1934)
Joiner $ 30.00
Pattern maker 32.00
Sheet metal worker 33.00
Machinist 30.00
Boiler maker 32.00
Painter 28.00
Rigger 28.00
We lder 30.00
Another vote was then taken to decide in which
branch of shipbuilding the head of our family was
to be engaged. This time the majority voted for
a mold loftsman at a salary of $38.00 per week.
(The fact that the father of the girl who brought
us the information is so engaged probably had
much to do with the result of the vote.) Many
in the class did not know Just what a mold lofts-
man's work is so a boy volunteered to inquire of
his uncle who is employed at the shipbuilding
plant. He gave us the following statement:
"A mold loftsman is one who makes what you
might call the patterns. They make the
patterns either on wood or on thick paper.
Then they are put on steel to be cut out."
Since most budgets are worked out on a yearly
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basis, it will be necessary for us to know Mr.
B' yearly salary.
| 38. a week
52 (weeks)
|1976. yearly salary
C. Number in the family and ages of children.
The pupils were undecided about the number of
children to have in their family. It was
suggested (by the teacher) that they find the
average number in the families represented
by their own class. This was done by the
class with the following results:
(See Page 48)
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Average Number in Families of Class Members
(30 members in class.)
Number in each family represented by members of class.
3
4
7
7
5
3
5
7
5
5
3
4
3
5
11
4
4
9
8
8
4
10
5
4
9
4
4
6
5
_z
5*6 average number
30 J 168.0
(pupils)
Average number in family - 5*6 persons
168
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The pupils were then given the information, by the
teacher, that United States government statistics
usually use five as the average number in the
typical American family; these five to include
father, mother and three dependent children*
These children were agreed upon by the class, -
a girl of ten years, a boy of seven, and a boy of
four years.
D. How man gets back and forth to work, lunches, etc.
The members of the class decided that Mr. Brov/n
(they had given him that name) would have a car in
which to drive back and forth to work. When it
was questioned as to whether he could really
afford a car, there was a chorus of "Yes!” (Such
a salary of $38 a week seemed entirely adequate
to practically all in the class, especially when
many of their fathers run a car on much smaller
,
(1)
salaries
.
)
Mr. Brown would take his lunch since only a half
hour is allowed at noon. At this time in our
discussion, the question came up as to how many
hours a day or week a mold loftsman would work.
(1) The discussion of automobile expense might come up
under the division of "Shelter**. A man may choose
to live in a district remote from his work, add use
a car for transportation. If he uses a car for
recreation, then budgeting for it should be included
under "Advancement-".*.
,
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Again, we had to go to an employee of the shipyard
for information, . We found his hours to be from
seven in the morning to four in the afternoon with
a half hour at noon. This was for five days a
week. Let us figure out a mold loftsman's weekly
pay if he gets 800 an hour.
From seven to four with a half hour out for
lunch is how many hours? 8-| hrs.
8-| hrs. $.80 an hour
5 (days in a week) 42-jr (hrs. a week)
42-g- hrs. he works a $34.00 a week (a little
v/eek lower than the average
salary for a mold lofts-
rnan)
The question of whether Mr. B. could afford a car
provided an opportunity to bring in the matter of
choice in planning one's budget. After one
provides for the necessities, he may plan the rest
of his budget according to what he wishes to get
out of life. Some folks prefer an automobile as
their recreation, some prefer to spend more on
clothing, some choose higher education and books,
and so on.
E. Uses which our family will have for their money.
Let us examine some budgets to see the divisions.
(Metropolitan Ins. Co., John Hancock Ins. Co.,
Mass. Life Ins. Co. sample budgets were examined.)

51 .
The following divisions were commonly found:
Food
Shelter
Clothing
Operating Expenses
Advancement
Savings (which some plans place first
in the list)
Before we decide on our various items and what
percentages we shall allow for each, we shall have
to know which divisions must be considered as
11 fixed" charges, those which it will be possible
to estimate, and those which it 7/ill probably be
necessary to limit. (Give illustrations of each
type.)
Fixed charges: food, rent, v/ater, etc.
Those possible to estimate: clothing
Those necessary to limit: recreation, gifts,
telephone
•
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School of Education
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Chapter Five
Unit Three : The food Budget
A. Percentage of a family* s money to be spent for food.*
Pupils were asked how much a week a family of five
should spend for food. Answers varied from $6.00
to $12.00. They had no idea as to percentage of
salary to be used, so were given the following
information:
Mrs. Ellen Richards, a few years ago, made a study
of many family expenses, and made out what she
called some "ideal" divisions. She allowed 25%
( 1 )
for food.
The United States Bureau of Labor quotes an
average of 44. 5% for all incomes. (Figures taken
( 2 )
from Boston survey in 1924.) The lower the
salary, the higher percentage that must be spent
for food.
If we follow Mrs. Richard's "ideal" percentage of
25%, how much will that be for a year? per week?
$1976.00 (yearly salary)
x *2^ (25%)
$ 494.00 for food per year
§ 9*50 a week for food
52 ) $494.00
(1) Richards, Ellen C. "Cost of Living as Modified by
Sanitary Science" - John Wilfy & Sons-1905
(2) United Sta^ej^Department of Labor Bulletin, No.357-1924
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The class decided that that amount would feed our
family if necessary, but thought they might allow
a little more, so settled on 30%. How much is
that a year? a week?
$1976.00 (yearly salary)
x .30 (30%)
$ 592.80 for food per year
$ 11.40 a week for food
52 ) |592. 80
B. Points to be considered before planning weekly
food menus.
1. What does a mother of a family have to con-
sider before she plans her weekly food menus?
(a) Cost of food
(b) Nutritive value
(c) Variety
(d) Ease and cost of preparation. Some foods
use much more fuel than others to prepare
C. Weekly food quantities necessary for each member
of the family.
How much of each kind of food should each
member of our family have per week?
Miss Emma A. Winslow gives the following food
weight standards for different ages:
( See Page 54
)
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( 1 )
Weekly Food Quantities
Kind of Food
For
Man
or
boy
over
14
Yrs.
For
Woman
or
girl
over
14
Yrs
.
Child
10-13
Yrs.
Child
6-9
Yrs
Child
2-5
Yrs.
Child
10-24
Mos
.
Milk: Quarts
.
3-4. 3-4
_
.
3-4
_ . 3 -4 . 4-6 6-7
Eggs
_ . . .
2-3. 2-3 2-3
.
2-3
.
3-4 3-4
Meat, fish: lbs. li-2
.
li-li 1-14 i-1 0-4
Meat Substitutes: lbs. 1/3-4
.
4-1/3
.
4-1/3 1/6-i -
Potatoes: lbs.
.
5-6 4-5
. .
3-5
__
2-4 2-2i i-l
Other Vegetables : lbs
.
2-3 2-3 2-3
_
2-2i l-ii i-i
Fresh Fruit: lbs. i-i
. _ _
i-i
.
i-l
. .
i-l i-i 4-1/3
Dried Fruits: lbs. i-i 2 1 i-i 4-1/3 4-1/3 14
Cereals and cereal
products: lbs. 1-2 a_1 .94 J-4. 4 -42 i-i 5/8-2 4-3/8
Fats: lbs. -1-1
. 5/8-i 4-5/8 3/8-4 4-3/3 1/8-i
Sugar : lbs
•
i-l 5/8-2. 5/8-4 4-5/8 3/8-4- l/8-i
Bread:—lbs 4*-6 I_2r5 lj-gj 14-lt -1-1--,
Problems: Using Miss Winslow's table, work the following
problems
.
1. A family consists of father, mother, a girl fifteen
years old, one eleven years old, a boy seven years old
and a baby boy of twenty months. How much meat and
(1) Andrews, Benjamin "Economics of the Household" p. 272
Macmillan Co., 1924.

fish should they have per week? (Use maximum amounts
given in table.)
2. Mr. Black's family consists of the following members:
Mr. Black, his wife, a boy nine years old, and a
girl four years old. How many pounds of bread should
they have per week? (Use minimum amounts given.)
3. If a loaf of bread weighs 12 oz., how many loaves
will Mr. Black's family have to buy?
4. How many pounds of potatoes should the following
family have if they use the maximum amount allowed in
the table? Father, mother, girl of 12 years, girl of
9 years, and boy of 2 years? (Allow class to fill
in ages.)
5. Find the amount of fresh fruit which your own
family should have in a week.
Food menus for a week.
Let us choose a week’s food menus for the Brown
family, and find the cost. Since it would be very
difficult for us to make out menus that would be
scientifically planned, suppose we use some that were
made and tried out by members of our High School
classes last year. (Pupils were given mimeographed
copies of menus and amounts of foods needed, like
following samples.)
1,
f
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Weekly Food Menus
BREAKFAST DINNER SUPPER
Sunday
Oranges (-g- for
each person, 1
whole for young-
est child
Whole-wheat
cereal uncooked
Cinnamon toast
Milk-children
Coffee-adults
Roast lamb
Baked potato
Stev/ed tomatoes
Spinach
Bread and butter
Lemon cream rice
Toasted cheese
sandwiches
Orange cake
cocoa-children
Tea-adults
-
Monday
Boiled rice
with raisins
Toast
Milk-children
Coffee-adults
Red Kidney beans
with spaghetti
Bread and butter
Apple sauce
Milk-children
Cream of potato
soup
Graham muffins
Yum Yum pudding
Tea-adults
Tuesday
Stewed prunes
Oatmeal
Graham muffins
(left from day
before)
Milk-children
Coffee-adults
Lamb and vege-
table casserole
( made from lamb
left from Sunday
dinner)
Bread and butter
Chocolate corn-
starch pudding
Baked Italian rice
Cabbage salad
Bread and butter
Milk-children
Tea-adults
Wednesday
Whole -wheat
cereal
Corn meal
muffins
Bacon
Milk-children
Coffee-adults
Salmon loaf with
creamed egg
sauce
Mashed potato
Bread and butter
Dressed lettuce
Bread pudding
Escalloped
cabbage and
cheese
Bread and butter
Gingerbread
Milk-children
Tea-adults
Thursday
Baked apple
Oatmeal
Toast
Milk-children
Coffee-adults
American chop
suey
Bread and butter
Banana salad
Milk-children
Cream of split
pea soup
Bread and butter
Oatmeal cookies
Tea-adults
Friday
Oranges
Whole-wheat
cereal
Toast
Milk-children
Coffee-adults
Turban of fish
Stewed tomato
Boiled onions
Baked potato
Bread and butter
Indian pudding
Escalloped egg
and potatoes
Bread and butter
Cocoa
(1) Menus prepared by Home Economics Department of Junior
and Senior High Schools of Quincy, Mass., under the
chairmanship of Miss Agnes Barry of Quincy Senior High
School
•
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Weekly Food. Menus
( continued)
BREAKFAST DINNER SUPPER
Oatmeal Baked beans Toast with
Saturday Toast Cole slaw cheese sauce
Milk-children Corn bread Apple brown betty
Coffee-adults Orange custard Milk-children
Tea-adults
Suppose you go to the nearby stores and be prepared
to give current prices for all foods listed.
Finding the cost of the weekly food order required
the solving of the following problems:
Cost of 14 qts. milk at 11^ a qt.
Cost of 12 cans evaporated milk selling at
4 cans for 23^*
Cost of 3 doz. eggs at 50 ^ a doz.
Cost of 3 lbs. butter when it is 57^ for 2 lbs.
Cost of 1-jjr lbs. cheese at 19^ a lb.
Cost of 1-g- lbs. 7/hite flour at 5$^ a lb.
Cost of lb. graham flour at 5^ a lb.
Cost of 5 loaves bread at 9^ a loaf.
Cost of 2 lbs. rice at a lb.
Cost of 2 lbs. pea beans at 10^ a lb.
Cost of -§• lh. kidney beans at 12^ a lb.
Cost of 3 lbs. cabbage at 2<f> a lb.
Cost of 5 lbs. apples selling at 4 lbs. for 19^.
Cost of 9 oranges at 33^ a doz.
Cost of § lb. prunes selling at 2-lb. pkg. for 25^«
i;
.
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Cost of % doz. bananas. 4 lbs. for 23^ • (about 12
bananas
)
Cost of 2 lbs. onions selling at 10 lbs. for 25^*
Cost of 2 lemons at 35^ per doz.
Cost of % pkg. raisins at 10^ a pkg.
Cost of 5 lbs. sugar selling at 10 lbs. for 51^*
Cost of pt . molasses. No. 2-g- can 25^* ( 2§• can
holds
Cost of 3 lbs. lamb at 21^ a lb. 3ir cups
Cost of 2,2 lb. hamburg at 15 ^ a lb.
Cost of 12 lb. bacon at 29^ a lb.
Cost of 3 lbs • haddock at 5^ a lb.
Cost of 12 lb. salt pork at 14^ a lb.
Cost of 12 lb. coffee at 25^ a lb.
Cost of i lb. cocoa at 19 ^ 1 lb. tin.
..
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Order List for One Week
Milk, eggs, cheese. butter, and other fats
Fresh milk 14 qts. at 110 $1 .54
Evaporated milk 12 cans at 4 cans for 230 •69
Eggs 3 doz at 500 1.50
Butter 3 lbs. at 2 for 570 .86
Cheese lg- lbs . at 190 .29
Butter substitute 1 lb, at 170 .17 1 5.05
Cereals, flour
Twilit e flour 1-J lbs . at 50 .08
Graham flour | lb. at 50 .03
Oatmeal 1 lb. at 100 .10
Whole wheat cereal 1 pkg. at 220 .22
Cornmeal 1 lb. at 80 .08
Bread 5 loaves at 90 .45
Spaghetti 1 lb. at 100 .10
Rice 2 lbs . at 7t0 .15 1-21
Fresh fruits and vegetables
Beans
,
pea 2 lbs. at 100 .20
Beans, kidney g- lb. at 120 .06
Tomatoes 3 cans for 350 .35
Cabbage 3 lbs. at 20 .06
Potatoes 1 pk. at 150 .15
Spinach 1 pk. at 150 .15
Apples 5 lbs. at 4 lbs. for 190 .24
Oranges 9 at 330 a doz. .25
Prunes -g lb. at 2 lbs. for 250 .07
Bananas 2 lbs.(f- doz.) 4 lbs. -.230 *12
Lettuce 1 head at 50 .05
Onions 2 lbs. at 10 lbs for 250 .05
Lemons 2 at 350 a doz. .06
Raisins g pkg. at 100 a pkg. .05
Carrots 1 lb. at 20 .02 1.88
Sugar and other sweets
White sugar 5 lbs. at 10 lbs. for 510 .26
Brown sugar 1 lb. 4 lbs. for 290 .08
Molasses g- pt. (#2g- can for 250) .07 .41
Meat s
Lamb 3 lbs. at 21^ .63
Hamburg steak | lb. at 150 .08
Bacon i lb. at 290 .15
Salmon 1 can at 170 .17
Haddock 3 lbs. at 50 .15
Salt pork g- lb. at 140 .07 1.25
Forwarded .
.
$9.80
II
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Order List for One Week
( continued)
Coffee, tea, cocoa, cornstarch.
Coffee i lb . at
Tea i lb. at
Cocoa \ lb. at
Salt )
Pepper ) 5 ^>
Cornstarch)
Brought forward.. $ 9*80
etc
.
.13
29 & ( s •
)
.29
190 .05
.05 .52
$ 10.32
E. Division of food dollar.
What part of our food money should be spent for
each kind of food?
The New England Dairy and Food Council co-operating
with the Boston Dispensary gives us the following
divisions of the food dollar. (Teacher had each
member of the class make a copy of the following
diagram.
)
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Problems
:
1. Ideally, how much of our food budget money
should be spent for milk and cheese? How much
did we spend? Difference?
2. How much should be allowed for meat, fish, or
eggs? How much did we actually spend? Find the
difference
.
3. Work out the ideal amounts for the other
divisions and see how they compare with the
amounts actually spent in our food budget
.
F. Compare the total amount spent for food with the
amount set aside for food.
Amount set aside was $11 .40
" spent was 10.32
$ 1.08 difference
For what might the difference be used?
More milk
More fruit and vegetables
Might be added to savings, or held in reserve
for some week when food budget might run a little
high (extra company, etc.)
G-. Food Buying
How are vegetables sold? How many pounds of potatoei
in a peck? How many pounds of spinach in a peck?
How many pounds of onions in a peck?

In buying canned goods, it is necessary for one to
know the size of the can in order to know whether
one is getting a bargain. Some cans are numbered,
and some are labeled as to weight of contents.
No. 1 can holds 2 cupsful
No. 2 " * 2i "
No. 24 " " 3i *
No. 3 " " 4 "
Oranges, lemons, grapefruit are priced according
to the "count" in a box.
All loaves of bread are marked as to weight.
Vfoy must all packaged or canned goods be labeled as
to quantity?
H. Economy in Food.
How may the Brown family economize in buying food?
1. Buy at "sales"
2. Buy at "cash and carry" stores. Why can the
chain store afford to sell food a cent or tvio
cheaper than a small individually ov/ned store?
3» Buy in large amounts when it is economy to do so.
When is it poor economy to buy in large amounts?
4. Use substitutes when prices rise. Buy seasonably
5. Watch food waste.
6. Advantages and disadvantages of buying food in
bulk or packaged. (Very few foods nov/ sold in
bulk compared to a few years ago.)

7* Use left-overs.
8. Extract and. conserve all fat in meat. May be
used in cooking. May be used to make soap.
9. Have home garden and can products raised.
10.
Economical use of fuel in cooking. When using
oven, plan to bake meat, potatoes, and dessert
at same time.
In connection with the discussion of food buying
and food economy, one boy asked the following question:
"Miss H., would you go to Brockton to buy
chicken at 14^ a pound?"
I replied, "What shall I have to know before I
decide whether it would pay me?"
1. Cost of chicken in Quincy.
2. Weight of chicken.
3. Distance in miles to Brockton.
4. How many miles my car will go on one gallon
of gas.
5* Price of gasoline.
6. Any other advantage other than actual cost of
chicken.
Chicken was 25$^ a lb. in the store in Quincy.
Chicken bought v/eighed 6 lb. 10 oz.
Distance to Brockton is about 15 mi.
An Essex car went about 16 mi. to the gallon.
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Gasoline was 16 per gallon.
Chicken bought on Brockton farm would be much more
bought in store.
= 8f)
of chicken in Brockton
used
$ .93
„
-32
|1.25 total cost of chicken in Brockton
I .24
,X 6 5/8 (5 3 )
15 (?X3 . 15)
144
$1*59 cost of chicken in Quincy
$1.59 cost of chicken in Quincy
1 .25 " " " " Brockton
$ .34 amount saved
apt to be fresh than that
6 lb. 10 oz. = 6 5/8 lbs.
$ .14
X 6 5/8
8 5/4 (5 7, 3£
84 (g X « 4
$ .92 3/4 = $.93 Cost
$ .16
X 2 (gallons)
5 .32 cost of gasoline
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Supplementary Food Problems
1. Find the cost of 2-g- lbs. hamburg at (15%(?)) a lb.
2. I ordered 4-§- lbs. mackerel at 10^ a lb. When it was
delivered, I was charged 50^. Was that correct? If
what should it have been?
i
!
not
,
3. Spinach is selling for 25% a peck. What must I pay for
2 lbs. if there are 3 lbs. in a peck?
;
4. A roast of beef weighs 4f lbs. How much will it cost if
5.
6 .
7.
8 .
9.
it is 35% a lb.?
Butter is selling for (29%(?)) per lb. A family of six
uses (2%(?)) lbs. a week. How much is their butter bill
for the week?
)j
A piece of stew meat weighs 2 lbs. 10 oz. What will it
cost at 16% a lb.?
A family whose annual income is $1800 are spending 45%
of it for food. How much is that per year? Per week?
Do you think they are spending too much or too little
for food?
i
According to Mrs. Richards' "ideal" budget, ho vj much
should a family receiving ($2100(?)) a year spend for
food?
Beef liver is (22%(?)) per lb. How much will 1-jjr lbs.
cost?
(1) Figures included for prices and amounts are only suggestiv
Teacher would need to be familiar with current prices and
amounts needed to fit individual problems.
e
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Supplementary Food Problems
.
(Continued)
10. I can buy milk at the store for (lo^(?)) a qt . If I
have it delivered at my door by the milkman, it will
cost me (12^(?)) a qt . If I buy 2 qt . a day, how much
I save in a week by carrying it home myself?
11. Mrs. Jackson spends $9*70 a week for food. She uses
$2.40 of that amount for meat and fish. Is that too
much or too little? How much? (See division of food
dollar)
dd
.•
.
. X
.
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Supplementary food Problems on Food Economy*
1. Sugar at a credit grocery store is 5^^ a lb. I can buy
it at a "cash and carry" store at the rate of 10 lbs.
for 47^. How much will I save if I buy 10 lbs. at the
"cash and carry" store?
2. Corn is (15^(?)) a can. I can buy it by the dozen cans
f or( $1 .65( ? ) )
•
How much will I save if I buy a dozen
I
cans at once?
3. Evaporated milk (tall can) usually sells for (7^(?)) a
can. At a week-end "sale" I can buy it at the rate of
4 cans for (25^(?))» I wish to buy a dozen cans. How
much will I save if I wait for the sale?
4. You can buy "Crax" for 18^ a pound in bulk or 22^ per
pound package. What will you save by buying two pounds
in bulk? Is there any disadvantage in buying them in
bulk?
l!
5. A 9 oz. loaf of bread costs (10^(?)). A 12 oz. loaf
costs (12^(?)). Which is more economical?
6. A pound of meat has about the same amount of protein
nourishment as 8 eggs. Which is more economical, eggs
at 45^ a doz. or beef at 40^ a lb.?
7» One-quarter pound of cheese is about equal to one-half
pound (7 oz.) of meat in nutritive value. If cheese is i
(21^(?)) a lb. and meat is ( 30 ^(?) a lb. which will be
more economical?
ft
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rSupplementary food Problems on Food Economy (continued)
8. A #2 can of tomatoes may be bought for (12^(?)). A #3
can costs (18^(?)). Which is more economical to buy?
What conditions might change your decision? (If family
were small and used tomatoes seldom, it would be un-
economical to open larger can.)
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Chapter Six*
Unit Four : The Clothing Budget *
A. What qualities in clothing should be considered before
one buys?
1, Durability . One usually has to consider wearing
qualities before style and appearance. Y/hat
fabrics are the most durable?
2 . Hygienic properties. Clothing should be so con-
structed that the whole weight of it does not have
to be supported by any one part of the body,
especially the hips. Underclothing should have
absorbent qualities in order to absorb perspira-
tion thrown off by the body. Linen absorbs most
quickly and dries most quickly. Several layers
of thin clothing are Yjarmer than a single layer
of heavy material. One should have special
clothing for wet weather in order to avoid colds.
3* Launderinp; qualities . 7<hich fabrics launder best?
Most of children's clothing should be of type
that can be laundered frequently.
4. Beauty of color and design . A person owes it to
himself or herself to Y/ear becoming colors and
styles of clothing.
5* Suitability. Vfnen buying clothing, one has to
consider when and Yrtiere it is to be worn. A party
dress v/ould not be suitable for school v/ear.
*.
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6. Workmanship . Some garments are much better made
than others. Are seams big enough so that they
will not pull out? Are buttonholes well made?
Is garment well cut so that it will not sag?
7. Style . If one has to be limited in amount spent
for clothing, one should not choose extreme styles.
A winter coat that must be worn two or three
!
seasons should be of a conservative style.
Should original cost be the chief thing to consider wherjj
buying clothing?
One might buy a coat for very little which would
wear shabby in a very short time, would not stand ij
cleaning, etc. A few dollars more on the original
cost would more than pay in wearing qualities.
Cheap goods apt to shrink; apt not be be fast
color; apt to pull. If heavy material, apt to
wear shabby in short time.
Why is it an advantage to plan clothing needs ahead?
May buy things that go together. Use accessories
;
already owned.
May take advantage of sales. May, for instance,
buy winter coat at August sale.
Care of clothing.
How does proper care of clothing prolong its life?
How may one take proper care of it?
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(1) Frequent brushing and airing.
(2) laundering.
(3) Cleaning and pressing, - prompt removal
of spots.
(4) Careful mending and repairing. "A stitch
in time saves nine"
•
(5) Storing of clothing betv/een seasons.
(6) Devices for conserving clothing : shoe-trees
,
!j
covers, etc.
Ij
E. Advantages and disadvantages in home-made clothing.
(1) What advantage is it to a mother to be
able to make some of her family's clothing?
(a) She can save money in first cost.
(b) She can have better material and work-
j
manship for same amount of money.
*
(c) She can make over clothing.
(2) What may be the disadvantages?
.
(a) Some clothing (little children's cottop
clothing) can be bought for very little.
(b) It is hard to get the same style in
home-made clothing.
(c) Time may better be spent in some other
way.
Percentage of whole budget usually spent for clothing.
Examine budgets for percentage. From 15$ to 20$
71.
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is usually allowed. United States Dept, of Labor
Bulletin No. 357 found an average of 16*2$ allowed
( 1 )
for incomes of $1800 - $2100 (Boston, Mass.)
( 2 )
Mrs. Richards in her “ideal" divisions allowed 15% •
Hov/ much shall we allow the Brown family? (The
class decided on 17%. ) How much is that per year?
Per week?
$1976.00
X .17 (17%)
T3B32
1976
¥ 335.92 a year
52 T
\ 6.46
) 11335.92
How shall family clothing budget be divided among various
members of the family?
It will be necessary to decide first what clothing
each has on hand, then what is needed for the year.
Who will need largest proportions? How much shall
we allow each member?
Father $100
Mother 100
10-year old girl 50
7-year old boy 40
3-year old boy 25
*315
This amount does not quite equal our 17% > hut the
extra will take care of emergencies in the clothing
(1) United States Department of Labor Bulletin, No .357 , p.ll
1924
(2) Richards, Ellen C. "Cost of Living as Modified by Sanitary
Science". John Y/ilfy & Sons - I905.
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budget, or else may be transferred to some other
division.
!
i
Look in the daily newspapers for clothing prices. Bring
in advertisements.
Make out a yearly budget for each member of the family.
It will be necessary to take into consideration the
fact that some articles of clothing do not have to be
purchased every year so that in budgeting, we divide
the initial cost by the number of seasons that the
garment can be worn in order to get the annual cost.
i
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Mr . Brown’s Yearly Clothing Budget
—
Article On Hand Needed Annual
Cost
Winter Coat 0 1 $10.00
1
Top Coat 1 0
Rain coat 1 0
Sheepskin Jacket 0 1 2*00
Suit 0 1 8.33
Sweater 1 0
Bathrobe 0 1 1.25
Trousers 1 1 3.00
;
Shoes 1 2 9.00
Shirts 2 5 7.50 i
Socks 3 7 2.45
Hats 0 2 6.00 !
Underwear 0 3 winter !
union suits 3.27
i
5 sets of
summer 4.50
Pajamas 0 2 winter 3.00
2 summer ro . oo
Neckties 2 received 4 4.00
for Christmas
Gloves 0 1 2.50
Rubber boots 1 0
Rubbers 0 1 1.25
|
Garters 0 1 .50
Scarf 1 0
Handkerchiefs 6 6 1.50 i
Cap 0 1 .Oo
Total# • •
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Article
Mother's Clothing Budget
Annual
CostOn Hand
Winter coat 0
Summer coat 1
Silk dresses 1
House dresses 0
Hats
Winter 0
Summer 0
Shoes
Dress 0
House 1
Underwear
Slips (home-made) 0
Corsets 0
Bloomers 2
Undervests 2
Nightgowns 1
Stockings 2
Gloves 0
Overshoes 1
Rubbers 0
Sweater 0
Bathrobe 0
Slippers 0
Shoe repair
rubber heels
tapping
Cleaning
3 times at 75^
Needed
1 (to last 3 yrs.) $15*00
0
2 10,95
1 (to be home-made) 6,96
4 8.00
1 3*00
1 3*00
2 12.00
0
3 5*08
1 5.00
4 3*16
4 3*16
3 3*00
6 6 .00
1 2.50
0
1 1.00
1 2.47
1 (to last 3 yrs.) 1.67
1 1.25
3 1*05
1 1.25
3 2.25
Total $97.75

10 Year old Girl*s Clothing; Budget
Article On Hand
Winter coat 0
Summer coat 0
Woolen dresses 0
Cotton dresses 0
Best dress 0
Shoes 0
White shoes 0
Underwear
Winter 2
Summer 2
Stockings 0
Socks 3
Pajamas 2
Beret 0
Tam (for summer) 0
Sweater 0
Rubbers 0
Overshoes 1
Mittens 0
Gloves 0
Bathrobe 1
Slippers 0
Handkerchiefs 6
Annual
Needed Cost
1 (to last 2 Yrs.) $ 5.00
1 (to be home-made) 3*4-5
2 6.00
5 6.25
1 3*00
2 5*90
1 2.00
1
2
5
4
2
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
6
*75
1.00
1*75
*76
2.00
*75
*50
1.25
1.00
.59
1,00
1.00
.60
Total... |44.55

7-vear old Boy 1 a Clothing Budget
Article On Hand Needed
Winter coat 0
Spring coat 1
Rain coat 1
Trousers
Winter 0
Summer 0
Blouses 0
Shoes
winter 0
summer 0
sneakers 0
Stockings 2
socks 3
Sweater (handknit 0
to last 2 Yrs.)
Underwear
Winter 0
Summer 0
Caps
Winter 0
Summer 0
Shoe repair
Rubbers 0
Rubber boots 1
Ties
Pajamas
Winter 2
Summer 0
Bathrobe 1
Slippers 1
Handkerchiefs 4
1 (to last 2 Yrs.)
0
1 (to last 2 Yrs.)
2
2
2
1
1
4
2
3
4
1
1
2
1
0
3 for Xmas 2
0
2
0
0
8
Annual
Cost
$ 3*75
1.00
4.00
2.00
3.54
6.00
2.00
.79
1.56
.38
.63
3.00
2.00
.50
.75
2.00
1.00
.50
1.50
.80
Total ...
• §37 *70
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4-year old Boy's Clothing Budget
78 .
Article On Hand Needed
Winter coat 0 1 (to last 2 Yrs.)
Summer coat (Made over from Mother's at practically
Sweater 0 1
Snow suit 1 0
Jersey suits
Material for suits
0 2
6 (at 39 4* a yd.)
Underwear
Winter union suits 1 2
Summer " ** 0 4
Stockings 3 3
Socks 3 3
Pajamas 0 2 (4 yd. at 15^ a yd.
Flannelette, to
be home-made
Cotton 0 2
Shoes 0 4
Caps 1 1 (winter)
Rubbers 0 1
Overshoes 0 1
Mittens 0 1
Bathrobe 1 0
Slippers 0 1
Handkerchiefs 0 10
Total . •
Annual
Cost
$ 3.00
no cost)
1.50
3.50
4.68
1.58
1.56
1.17
.75
.60
1.00
6.00
.75
1.00
1.29
.79
1.00
.50
135757
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Check amount actually spent with amount planned for family
clothing budget.
Father.. •
.$ 73*05
Mother... 97.75
10 Yr. old girl 44.55
7 Yr. old boy 37*70
4 Yr. old boy 30*67
Total ........ ,|283 .72 actually spent
$335*92 amount planned
283 *72 amount spent
$ 55*20 difference
For what might difference be used?
1. Purchasing and care of shoes.
1. What should one know about shoes before purchasing
Kinds of leather used.
Workmanship
Fit, - good-fitting shoes wear much better.
2. Why is it poor economy to buy shoes that are too
cheap?
Wear out in very short time. Soles are sometimes
made of composition containing much paper.
When wet, apt to fall to pieces.
Ill-fitting, apt to injure feet.
3* How should shoes be cared for in order to prolong
their life?

Should be shined often, -oil in polish helps to
preserve leather.
Should be repaired as soon as necessary.
Should be protected by rubbers in wet weather.
If wet, should be carefully dried.
4, Why are sneakers unhealthy?
Make feet perspire
.
Too flat, -bad for arches.
Problems
.
1* At a "mark-down-sale’
1
boys' woolen trousers originally
marked ($3*00 (?)) are to be sold at one-third off.
What will a pair cost at the sale?
2. Mrs. Brown sees silk stockings advertised for 59^ a
pair. She has been in the habit of paying 98/ a pair.
How much would she save by buying 4 pairs at the sale?
Would you advise her to buy the less expensive ones?
G-ive reasons for your answer.
3. Mary, the ten-year old girl of the family, needs a new
school dress. She wants a georgette one which is
marked $1.98, but her mother thinks it unsuitable so
she buys 3 yds* of cotton broadcloth at 29^ a yd., a
pattern for 15^, buttons for 23^, and a spool of thread
for 5^, and makes Mary's dress. Did she save any money
How much? Tell why she used good judgment other than
in actual saving of money.
I•
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4. Mrs. B. needs a new spring coat. She sees one that
she would like that is marked ($35*00(?)). She cannot
afford to pay that, but since she is clever with her
needle, she decides to make one like it. She buys 3
yds. of tweed at ($2.75(?)) a yd., 3 yds. of lining
at (79%(?)) a yd., buttons for (50%(?)), sewing silk
for (18%(?)), and a pattern for (25^(?))* How much
did her coat cost her? How much did she save?
5. If Mrs. B. had waited until later in the season, she
could have bought the coat at a 20% discount. What
would it have cost her then?
6. Mr. B. needs a new overcoat. He can buy one which will
last him for this season only for $12 .95* If be pays
$25»75> he can get one that will last him at least
three years. Which should he buy? How much will be
really save by buying the better coat?
7* I can buy a dress for $5*95 which will not clean with-
out shrinking so that it will be too small, or I can
buy one that will stand several cleanings for $10.75*
Which should I buy?
8. A pair of shoes costing ($2.00(?)) will last the seven-
year old boy one month and they will have to be tapped
in between times at a cost of (90%(?)). A pair costing
(|3.00(?)) will last him three months with one tapping.
Which will be the more economical to buy?
*
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9* Mrs • Adams wants a new spring coat. She sees two which
she likes, either of which she can afford to buy, one
a very light grey, and the other a navy blue one. She
knows that whichever she buys will have to last her
.
three seasons. Which one would you advise her to buy
and why?
10. A winter coat 7/ith fur collar sells in the fall for
($60.00(?)). It is marked for the August sale at -a
saving of 20^. How much would I have to pay for it if
I buy it in August? How much would I save?
.- i
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Chapter Seven*
Unit Five : Operating; Expenses
1. What things are included under operating expenses?
Examine sample budgets to find out* We find the
foil owing:
Heat
Light
Water
Telephone
Carfare
Automobile expense, - gas, oil, repairs.
Replacement of certain household material
Help hired, lawn, etc.
2 • Heat
.
A. What are the different fuels used?
Coal
Coke
Wood
Oil
Gas
Electricity
B. Name the kinds of coal.
Anthracite or hard.
Bituminous or soft
C* Advantages and disadvantages in use of each.

84
D. What grades of hard coal are there? Get list from
dealer.
E. Find prices of various kinds and grades of coal.
(Jan. 1935)
F. How do these prices compare with prices in
summer? Why?
G-. How is coal sold?
(1) Extravagance when bought by the 25 lb.bag,
H. Estimate the amount of coal needed for a 6-room
house
.
(Some dealers estimate one ton for every hundred
square feet of floor space.)
(1) How may one economize in its use?
I. Problems.
1. Egg coal is priced ($l4.85(?)) a ton, but
§1.00 a ton is allowed off for cash. If I
buy 7 tons, what is my bill provided I pay
cash?
2. Stove coal in November is ($13*50(?)) a ton.
In May it is (§12.50(?)) a ton. If I need
(8(?)) tons to heat my seven room house, how
much will I save by buying my coal in May?
3. Coal is ($14.85(?)) a ton. Coke is (§11.85(?i)
a ton. I need 8 tons of either to heat my
house. How much will I save by using coke?
I*
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4 Our school used (150(?)) tons of soft coal
last winter* It cost ($5*75(?)) a ton. What
was the school coal hill?
5* Coal sells at (28^(?)) for a 25 lb. bag. The
same kind of coal when bought by the ton is
($13*50(?)) a ton. How much more does it
cost to buy a ton of coal by the bag?
J. Coke.
1. What is coke?
2. Why are so many people using it as a fuel in
late years?
3. Compare the cost of coke with that of coal?
4. Problems.
1. Coke is ($11.50(?)) a ton. What will my
fuel bill be if I burn ( 9 ( ? ) ) tons for
a 6-room house?
2. If I sign a contract for my year's
supply of coke, I can get it for
($11.75(?)) a ton. If I buy it a ton
at a time during the winter without a
contract, it will cost me (|12.25(?)) a
ton. What will I save by the contract
rate if I use 8 tons?
K. Oil, - a comparatively new fuel for home
consumption.
1 How sold?
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Range oil, -price per gallon.
How much oil does it take to run a range a
week? (Amount varies according to whether
one or two burners are used.)
Cost of installing oil burner in a range?
Why do so few people (comparatively) have oil
heaters (furnaces)?
Too expensive to install.
Only recently perfected.
Find the cost of installing popular makes.
Silent G-low $295*
Timkins $340.
Does one use the same kind of oil for heater
as for range?
Oil is cruder and costs less.
How much oil would be necessary to heat a
6-room house for one month? (cold weather)
250-300 gallons.
How much would that cost at (6<^(?)) a
gallon?
How would that compare with the cost of
coal for the same house? How much coal
would it probably take for a month? 1-ltr
tons. Cost at ($14.50(?)) a ton?
Advantages in using oil regardless of cost.
(a) Cleaner
f
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(b) Burns more evenly.
(c) Needs less attention.
Problems.
1. Mr. Brown uses 25 gallons of range oil a
week. It is how much a gallon? How much
is his weekly oil bill?
2. Oil for a heater is (6^(?)) a gallon. Mr.
Jones uses about (250(?)) gal. a month. to
heat his 7-room house. Hoy/ much does it
cost him for a month?
3. Mr. A.'s oil tank will hold (300(?)) gal.
How much will it cost him to fill it if
oil is (6^(?)) a gal.?
4. During a whole season Mr. Sampson used
2400 gal. of oil at 6^-^ a gal. If he had
used coal, he would have used 10 tons at
$13*50 a ton. Which would have been
cheaper for him? Hoyi much?
5. If I sign a contract for my whole Y/inter's
supply of oil, I can get it at (5i$-)) a
gal. I use 2100 gal. for the season. If
I buy it without a contract, it will cost
me (6^(?)) a gal. How much will I save by
the contract method?

L Gas or electricity
1. Very clean and quiet, but very expensive to use
in heater*
2. Used in cooking and for hot water heaters.
3. Bring in gas bills to examine.
4. How is gas measured?
5* Problems.
(1) Check the following bill if gas is 10^
per 100 cu. ft. and there is a minimum
charge of 50^ a month on every bill.
Bate of
Previous Class Current Previous Hundred Current
Reading Number Reading Reading cu. ft .used Amount
Dec .27 1 1017 994 23 280
(2) My gas meter reads 3285 hundred cubic
feet now, and the previous reading was
3269 hundred cubic feet. What is my
bill if gas is 10^ per 100 cu. ft. and
there is a minimum charge of 50^ on every
bill?
(3) Check your mother’s last month's gas
bill

Light
•
A. V/hat do householders use for lighting purposes?
1. Kerosene
2 . G-as
3. Electricity
(Practically every family in the class uses
electricity.
)
B. Electricity.
1. Why so many people use electric lights.
2. How is electricity measured?
3 . WTiat are the rates in our city?
Look at old household bills for readings and
rates. We find the following on an old bill
Rooms
Date of (For use
meter Meter Readings K.Wr . on domestic
reading Present Previous Hours bills only) Amount
June 28 3248 3178 70 7 415
(See sample on page 90 for rates)

The following- is an abstract of Residential Rates. Complete schedules of these and all other Rates
are on file in the Company Office and may be had upon application.
DOMESTIC ELECTRIC SERVICE RATE A
AVAILABILITY
Service under this rate' is available for lighting
purposes and other domestic uses in an individual
private dwelling or an individual apartment.
RATE
6.5 cents per kilowatt hour for the first 25 kilowatt
hours of electricity delivered each month, plus
5.0 cents per kilowatt hour for all electricity
delivered each month In excess of 25 kilowatt
hours.
•M IN 1MUM CHARC.E
$6.00 per year.
DOMESTIC PROMOTIONAL ELECTRIC
SERVICE RATE Ii
RATE
$1.00 for the first 15 kilowatt hours of electricity
delivered each month, plus
5 cents per kilowatt hour for the next 65 kilo-
watt hours of electricity delivered each month,
plus
3 cents per kilowatt hour for the next 200 kilo-
watt hours of electricity delivered each month,
plus
2 cents per kilowatt hour for all electricity de-
livered each month in excess of 280 kilowatt
hours.
OFF-PEAK ELECTRICITY
If a Customer has installed and in regular opera-
tion electric water heating equipment of a type
approved by the Company, then upon request of theCustomer, arrangements will be made by the Com-pany to meter separately all electricity deliveredbetween the hours of 11.00 o’clock P. M. on each day
an
*J 7i.
00 °.C0C '< A. M. on the next following day
and the price of all electricity so delivered will be
1.5 cents per kilowatt hour.
AVAILABILITY
Service under this rate is available for lighting
purposes and other domestic uses in an individual
private dwelling or an individual apartment.
MINIMUM CHARGE
$1.00 per month, provided however, that SeasonalCustomers shall pay 12 times the minimum chargefor each period of occupancy of one year or less.
4.
5*
6 .
7.
Check above bill according to Residence Lighting
Rate A,
Would the householder have saved any money
under Rate B? When would a family benefit
especially by using Rate B?
How may each member of a family help to keep
the light bills low?
Problems
•
1. The present reading on my electric light
meter is 6732 K.W. The previous reading
was 6677 K.W* What will my bill be
according to Rate A?
2. I have a 7-room house. I use on an
average about 80 K.W. of electricity a
month
,Bffielc. 3^
«
. ,
. .
,
.
. .
Will it be cheaper for me to use the A rate
or the B rate?
3. Get the figures from your last electric light
bill and check your bill.
Water.
A. What is the source of the water supply in your city
Metropolitan system. Chestnut Hill Reservoir
supplied from Wachusett Reservoir.
Purpose of Forbes Hill Reservoir? (Local reservoir
purpose of which is to supply additional pressure
to hill section of city in times of emergency.)
B. Is water metered in your city? How measured?
C. Who pays the water bill when the house is rented?
D. When and where are water bills paid?
E. WTiat is the minimum allowance for a single house?
(Bring in old bills.) For a double house?
F. How may each member of a family help to keep water
bill down to minimum?
1. Do not waste water. Some people keep water
running at full force when peeling vegetables
2. Turn faucet off so that it does not drip.
3* Have leaks fixed immediately. A small leak
7/ill run up a bill tremendously if allowed
to go unrepaired.
.. , v
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ProblemsGr
1.
Date
Check the following water bill:
Number of
Readings tenants
4/28/33 90109 2
10/27/32 84557
Used 5552
Allowance 3600 10 50
Excess 1952 at 23^ per 100 C.F. 4 49
14 99
2. Find the follov/ing water bill for a single
house. The present reading is 90660 C.F.
The previous reading was 88528 C.F. The
allowance is 2800 C.F. Any excess is billed
at 23 $ per 100 C.F.
3* Find the following bill for a single house.
The present reading is 98789 C.F. The
previous reading was 88528 C.F. The
allowance is 2800 C.F. Any excess is billed
at 23^ per 100 C.F.
4. If your family own their own house, bring
in an old water bill, and check it.
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Chapter Eight.
Conclusion : Educational Significance.
As stated in the purpose of this thesis, it was the
writer's aim to construct meaningful problem units in
arithmetic as a substitution for the relatively meaningless
isolated textbook problems. When the discussion of the units
had been completed with the pupils, the writer put the
question, "Which do you like better, - the budget problem or
the usual problems you have from your textbook?" The budget
problem received a unanimous vote. Then, in spite of good
psychological principles previously mastered, the next questioi
was, 11 Why did you like it better?" The following answers are
quoted as nearly verbatim as was possible to record them with-
out the use of shorthand.
1. "We didn’t have to do all kinds of examples."
(Less figuring)
2. "What we took up comes in our life."
3* "It was interesting figuring out the things we need.'
4. "We learned how to use money."
5* "We will be able to manage money later in life."
6. "More fun."
7* "We might decide to keep a budget for ourselves."
8* "It was easier than plain arithmetic."
9* "More interesting than arithmetic out of the book."
Did such units provide "meaningful experience"?
The answer seems obvious without further discussion.
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Still because the writer felt some slight pangs of
conscience at such a departure from the prescribed course of
study, she tried to get some material check-up on information
gained by the pupils. The following question was asked,
"What have you learned that you did not know before?*' The
replies (ours was a very informal discussion) did not begin
to give all the information gained by individual pupils, but
no pressure was brought to bear as to type of answer, so
that it is probable that individual answers indicated what
was of outstanding interest to that particular pupil. The
following are some of the answers given by pupils.
1. "What a budget is."
2. "How to use a budget."
3» "Electricity is measured by kilowatts."
4. "The price of clothing."
5. "How to check electric and gas bills."
6. "Kinds of coal and cost."
7» "Whether it pays to buy cheap clothing."
8. "Necessities and luxuries of family."
9* "How much planning is necessary to run a house."
10. "&as is invisible." (Boys were very much
interested in gas)
11. "Electricity is used for heat but is expensive."
12. "G-as and water are measured by cubic feet."
13* "Cost of installing oil heaters."
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j14. "Oil heaters are used in furnaces." (There was
only one pupil in class who had one at home.)
15 • "You should buy luxuries with money left after
you have bought necessities."
New Vocabulary, although no technical drill was
given on such, made quite an impression on many of the pupils
as was evidenced by their use of the new words gained whenever
an opportunity presented itself. The word "advancement" as
one of the divisions of the budget, appealed especially to
one eleven-year old boy, and he made it his own by using it
on several occasions. New words were used in their natural
settings, and although no recourse to a dictionary was ever
made during the entire unit, the pupils had no difficulty
in understanding their meanings in context. As a matter of
interest, some of the words new to the class were recorded
as follows:
budget, necessities, luxuries, advancement, miscella-
neous, eliminate, maximum, minimum, recreation, culture,
variety, nutritious, estimate, spendthrift, miser,
economy.
Use of .judgment and relative values. Reflective
thinking . Such arithmetic provides numerous opportunities for
the use of judgment and choice as to relative values. Who
will deny that Robert was doing some real reflective thinking
when he asked, "Miss H., would you go to Brockton to buy

chicken at 14^ a pound?" Or again, when we were discussing
operating expenses, William asked, "Miss H., which is the
cheapest kind of fuel?" Planning the clothing budget
required many decisions as to relative values. Would the
seven-year old boy need an overcoat as well as a sheep-skin
Jacket for winter? Is it always wise to buy food in large
quantities just because it is on sale? Would it pay Mrs.
Brown to buy cotton suits for her four year old boy instead
of making them herself? And so on. A stenographic report
of one class session on such problems as are bound to arise
in meaningful units, would surely provide interesting and
numerous instances of true reflective thought on the part of
pupils present.
The type of informational units described in the
foregoing pages might be carried on in any community. The
details would be worked out to fit the needs of the particular
locality. Much of the value of the units comes from the
gathering of data, - quantities, prices, etc. - by the pupils
themselves. Lawrence went visiting the week-end after we had
discussed fuel, and came back with the information that "The
lady I visited had a 7-room house and she burned from one to
one and a half tons of coal a month."
All through our work, direct reference to the home
and business life was constantly made. Ours was not just a
"school arithmetic" problem. Co-operation between the home
and school was strengthened as was evidenced by the willing-
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ness with which information was given. Not a word of adverse
criticism from the home v/as heard, although such might easily
follow if the teacher did not use tact in making questions
concerning family income and expenditure general rather than
personal. Children of sixth grade age will volunteer much
information which gives the wide-awake teacher a keener
insight into, and appreciation of, home conditions in her
district •
Such arithmetic units require much time and effort
on the part of the teacher, but the results obtained are
satisfactory enough to more than amply repay her for the
extra work. She must have at hand a wealth of supplementary
information from which to draw. She must be familiar with
the principles of budgeting, and be alert to make wise
applications of them. She must know current prices and
community conditions. All this is, however, a part of the
story of being a live teacher.
The writer feels that she has a rather selfish
satisfaction as a result of having carried on the units. She 1
has become "budget-conscious" • For the first time in her lif
she has kept an account of daily expenditures in an attempt
to "see where the money goes" and to budget future salary. To
one who believes it to be a topic of recent interest, (due
perhaps to the present commercializing of the term) a study
of budget history will be enlightening.
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A teacher who looks for rapid improvement in "old-
time" arithmetic drill or in isolated textbook problems, as
a result of work with such units, may be doomed to disappoint-
ment, If, on the other hand, she is seeking to give her
pupils a broader background of experience, a richer apprecia-
tion of the business world about them, and the ability to
(1)
use "wisdom and judgment in decisions on business matters"
,
then the writer can heartily recommend a study of the family
budget as a most profitable semester’s work in arithmetic,
(1) Wilson, Guy M. "Criteria of the Written Problem in
Arithmetic" Education Vol. LIX p.459
(April, 1934)
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